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american culture in modern contexts
review by glen penrod BYU hawaii

AMERICAN CULTURE IN MODERN ous volumes each contain six titles as
CONTEXTS vol 3 orem utah pro-
ducers

well
consortium 1986 film or video

list price 295 vols 1 & 2 195 each each of the capsules is long enough to
cover the subject matter well and the pres-
entationwith all the debate about whether or not en is well paced in order to keep the

to teach american culture in the ESL viewers interest A great variety of mate-
rialclassroom teachers are often left wonder-

ing
ranging from literary quotes to body

whether they should risk telling the language is presented in the video series
students that they have to behave like and the film clips within the individual
americans in order to speak good english capsules deal with real life situations in
or teach them nothing and leave them with which foreign students from latin ameri-

caserious communicative inadequacies asia and the near east are depicted in-
teractingteracting with americans in different set-
tingsthe video cassette series also available

on 16mm film 210 per individual title
1260 for all 6 titles in vol 3 ameri-

can
the foreigners in the film to which

culture in modern contexts gives many ESL students can relate make differ-
entteachers a creative solution to this dilem-

ma
kinds of culcuiculturalturalturolturai blunders but rather

and allows them to present cultural than dwell on the mistakes the video
factors without being too prescriptive gives an explanation as to why americans

may react a certain way in response to a
the series is designed to help ESL stu-

dents
particular behavior ie standing too close

who are already in the US or have or being late for an appointment and of-
ferscontact with americans in business or so-

cial
helpful suggestions on how students

settings understand and deal with situ-
ations

can avoid similar situations
in which cultural elements play an

important role the positive tone of the narrative makes
students feel that it is easy for them to un-
derstandvolume three the most recent in the derstand and master communication skills

series contains six 10 minute capsules despite errors that they might sometimes
sporting such titlestidesnidesnudestities as cultural compe-
tence

make
A beginning the american cul-

tural clock A concept of time life is the accompanying teachers manual is a
what you make it decision making in very helpful supplement to the series in
american culture friendship american addition to transcripts of the dialogues and
style body english nonverbalnon verbal notions narrative used in the video tape the manu-

alof communication and personal space contains different types of exercises
cultural distance the other two previ which can be used to reinforce what the
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students learn as well as give them neces-
sary

lor it left the viewer with the impression
practice in conversation skills gram-

mar
that although things in a given culture

and vocabulary might be different they are not necessarily
wrong or better than those of another cul-
tureI1 found the series to be informative

well organized and professionally designed
allowing teachers to present many impor-
tant

I1 highly recommend american culture
aspects of american culture that stu-

dents
in modern contexts to ESL teachers

will likely encounter in everyday ac-
tivities

whose students will be dealing with amer-
icanstivities in business or personal situations in
or outside the US

the thing I1 liked most about the video
was that it presented the material in a very glen penrod teaches in the english lan-

guageobjective manner without making judge institute at brigham young univer-
sityments stereotyping or prescribing behavbehag hawaii




